
A Mysterious Garden 

Once upon a time there was a mysterious garden behind the 

hills and the enchanted forest. It was taken care of by a 

friendly ghost. He had a powerful magical crystal shining in 

the night by which he was able to create tasty vegetables 

and fruits for longer and healthier life in the mysterious 

garden. The ghost also had a cloak of invisibility. The garden 

was therefore known for its fresh produce and many people 

would buy it. There was also a princess among the customers 

who befriended the ghost who would entrust her to take 

care of the garden everytime the ghost was  somewhere 

else. 

But  this mysterious garden also attracted negative people, 

among them a certain villain. He planned to get to the 

garden in the night to steal the tasty vegetables and fruits. 

But before doing, this he asked some people about the 

princess and he was told that the princess granted wishes. 

He came to her in a disguise of a beggar and asked her to 

grant him a wish. The princess asked him what he would like 

to have. He told the princess he wished some food because 

he was so hungry and poor. The princess granted him a wish 

and he was able to eat some fruits from the mysterious 

garden. He thanked the princess and she granted him 

another wish to be taken for a horse ride by the horse 

which had ability to speak.   



During their conversation the horse mistakenly told the 

beggar it had once found gold coins in the garden. The news 

made the villain greedy and he started his secret plan. 

At the midnight, when the ghost was not around the garden, 

the villain managed to sneak to the garden and started to 

dig. While he was digging deeper, he found the coin hoard. 

The coins were of Roman origin. The treasure hoard was 

just beneath the plants and it also gave energy to the plants 

above in order for them to grow better. As the villain was 

trying to get away with stolen Roman coins, the princess 

suddenly appeared in front of him. She remembered very 

late that the ghost had again asked her to take care of the 

garden that night. A villain got afraid and started to run 

away from her but he stumbled on the princess' leg and fell 

down and Roman coins flew away out of his hands. The 

princess stretched her hands towards him and suddenly he 

was blown far away to the enchanted forest. The princess 

was happy as she was able to save the garden from the 

villain. She picked up all Roman coins from the ground and 

put them back into the soil in the garden so that they , 

together with the ghost's  magic crystal, could continue help 

the plants to grow healthy. 

The next morning the ghost showed up at the garden and 

asked the princess if something special had happened during 

the night. The princess replied smiling that everything had 



been peaceful there and that he could again entrust her 

with guarding the garden at night. 

Class: 1.b, 2.b, after care class 


